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Body:

CALL REPORT Issue # 50 Who initiated the call? Review Board's representative in the call: Dave 

MontagueDate: 07/08/96Subject: Confirmation re: Robert Cantor of Ward & Paul & WC stenotype 

recordsSummary of the Call:WC Stenotypes Project I located & spoke with Robert (Bob) Cantor today who was 

a court reporter for Ward & Paul during the WC. He is willing to cooperate with the Review Board but is 

hesitant to discuss anything over the phone & said he's unable to visit our office due to his age/health. He 

added that a yet unnamed person interviewed him over the phone for a book being written & "tricked him" 

into making numerous statements re: the assassination which he doesn't yet want to share. After I gave 

further clarification about our efforts, Cantor agreed to being visited by Joe Freeman & I at his home to discuss 

the issue & answer any questions we have. He wants to be sure of whom he deals with from now on based on 

his experience a few months ago. I told him I'd send him an info packet to read over prior to our meeting. He 

said he would like to share his views on the events re: the assassination as well as WC activities based on 

information he obtained from Ben Firschen (deceased). He regards Firschen as a reliable source based on his 

access to information during that time. Cantor requested to meet on Tuesday July 16, 1996 around 11:00 a.m. 

I verified his information, his statements to me thus far & thanked him for his time.* Joe Freeman & I have 

completed an initial strategy session re: the meetingCantor's information:Robert Cantor14128 Cricket 

LaneSilver Spring, MD 20904301-384-8084* Born in 1920Don't forget to compose individual Action Item 

documents for any action items that resulted from the call!
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